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Abstract 

Assume that if someone is looking for information about particular person and that person is referred by their nick name i.e. by 
alias on web then it is not possible to get the complete information about that person if only personal name is known. If aliases 
extracted successfully then task of gathering complete information would get easier.  To extract aliases a method is proposed. In 
the beginning set of known name and alias pairs are used to get the lexical patterns. Lexical patterns are words that occur 
between the personal name and their aliases. Just only once need to extract patterns, once extracted it can be used for further 
process. The proposed method then extracts the aliases by giving the input as personal name and the patterns which are already 
extracted. On order to get the correct aliases various ranking scores are used. Lexical pattern frequency, co-occurrence and page 
count on the web these are the approaches to find out correct aliases. By integrating all approaches into single the proposed 
method will give the most appropriate aliases. The method can be used for location name, personal name in other languages, for 
that the changes would only be in extracting patterns rest all will be same. Alias extraction is successfully utilized in information 
retrieval task.     

Keywords: Web mining, Information retrieval, lexical patterns, word co-occurrences. 

1. Introduction 
 
To retrieve information about people we search on the web using personal names as queries. In fact, mostly of the 
queries include personal names. Despite the popular use of personal names as queries, personal names are one of the 
most ambiguous types of named entities on the Web. Gathering information on the web is difficult for two reasons. 
When different entities can share the same name and a single entity can be designated by multiple names.  For 
example, consider searching for Jim Clark on Google. It will return different results for Jim Clark. So, by using the 
name alone as a query is inefficient to retrieve information related to one of the Jim Clarks. A user who seeks for 
information regarding a particular namesake must read each search result separately and must decide whether it is 
relevant or not. This is very time-consuming task because search engine returns large no of results for particular 
names. If the user is having insufficient knowledge regarding the person they are searching for then it might become 
an impossible task to disambiguate people manually. The main goal is to find the aliases of a given personal name. 
By finding the aliases anyone can identify the people who share the same identical name. 
  
  Many web pages about person names might also be created by using aliases. For example, a newspaper 
article might refer the persons using their original names, whereas a blogger may refer them using their nick names. 
By knowing only real name it is not possible to get the complete information about that person. To retrieve complete 
information one must know about their aliases on the web. Various types of words are used as aliases on the web 
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and it may contain one word or more than that. Identifying aliases will be helpful in information retrieval. To 
retrieve complete information a search engine can automatically expand a query using aliases of the name [3]. By 
doing this it will automatically display the information where the person is referred by their alias. 

 A lexical-pattern-based approach is used to extract aliases from the snippets returned by web 
search engine. The personal name will be given as an input and proposed method will extract the corresponding 
aliases. By giving the real world name alias data the aim is to find the lexical patterns. Lexical patterns are the words 
that appear between the name and alias pair so, with the help of patterns it will be easy to judge aliases. Extracted 
patterns along with name will be given and it will generate aliases from the snippets returned by web search engine.  
After that evaluate the confidence of extracted lexical patterns and retain the patterns that can accurately discover 
aliases for various personal names. To select the best aliases among the extracted candidates, numerous ranking 
scores applied based on three approaches: lexical pattern frequency, word co-occurrences in an anchor text graph, 
and page counts on the Web. By combining all this methods the most appropriate aliases would come out.  

2. Related Work  
 

Social networks play important roles in our daily lives. People conduct communications and share information 
through social relations with others such as friends, family, colleagues, collaborators, and business partners. For 
extracting relations among entities it is important to find the aliases of a personal name. If a person has created his 
profile by using the alias then firstly it is important to find the alias of the person in order to find the relation. 
Matsuo et al. [8] had proposed a social network extraction algorithm, in which they compute the strength of the 
relation between two individuals A and B by the web hits for the conjunctive query, “A” AND “B” . But it might be 
possible that both the individuals appear by their aliases in web contents. So, by expanding the conjunctive query 
using aliases for the names, a social network extraction algorithm can accurately compute the strength of a 
relationship between two persons. Many people prefer to have an official web page regarding their professional 
activities and a separate private blog, for example, where they express their personal opinions. Some people 
associate themselves with several different name aliases. A sentiment analysis [4] system classifies a text as positive 
or negative according to the sentiment expressed in it. However, when people express their views about a particular 
entity, they do so by referring to the entity not only using the real name but also using various aliases of the name. 
Hence by knowing the aliases, a sentiment analysis system can produce an informed judgment related to the 
sentiment. Identifying aliases of a name are important in information retrieval. In information retrieval, to improve 
recall of a web search on a person name, a search engine can automatically expand a query using aliases of the name 
[5]. For example, a user who searches for Hideki Matsui might also be interested in retrieving documents in which 
Matsui is referred to as Godzilla. So, by expanding a query on Hideki Matsui using his alias name Godzilla user will 
get all the information. 
 
3. Proposed Method 

 
Main components are pattern extraction, and alias extraction and ranking. For pattern extraction seed list of name 
alias pair is given as an input. Patterns convey information related to aliases on the web. The extracted patterns are 
then used to find candidate aliases for a given personal name. Various ranking scores are used to find the most 
appropriate aliases.  
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Fig.1. Proposed method 

 
 
 
3.1 Find lexical patterns 
 
By giving any query to the search engine it will return information for that query. It has different links and along 
with that links short description of each. The links are nothing but the anchor text and the short description is 
snippets return by web search engine. Snippets convey useful clues that can be used to extract lexical patterns that 
are frequently used to express aliases of a name. If the query is given like “Will Smith *The Fresh Prince” then the 
snippet returned by search engine will be something like shown below 
 

 
Fig.2. A snippet for query Will Smith *The Fresh Prince 

 
 

In above figure the operator * matched with the word aka in the snippet. From word aka (i.e., also known as) which 
indicates that fresh prince is an alias for Will Smith. Likewise numerous clues exist such as nicknamed, alias, real 
name on snippets from which name alias can be predicted. Hence to find the patterns below mentioned algorithm is 
used.  
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Fig.3. An algorithm to find aliases 

 
By giving name-alias pairs the function ExtractPatterns returns a list of lexical patterns that frequently connect 
names and their aliases in web snippets. For each name-alias pair in Set, the GetSnippets function downloads 
snippets from a web search engine for the query “NAME * ALIAS.” Then, from each snippet, the Create- Pattern 
function extracts the sequence of words that appear between the name and the alias. Above described procedure is 
repeated again for the query ALIAS *NAME to extract patterns in which the alias precedes the name. Combination 
of words is limited to five because a snippet returned by web search engine is short in length. The output of the 
extract patterns function is the set of lexical patterns which presents between name and their alias.  
 
3.2 To extract aliases 
 
Once a set of lexical patterns are extracted, this extracted patterns are then used to find the 
aliases of a given personal name. an algorithm to extract aliases are given below. 
 

 
Fig.4. An algorithm to find aliases 

 
Given a name, NAME and a set, P of lexical patterns, the function ExtractCandidates returns a list of candidate 
aliases for the given name. Each pattern, p in the set of patterns, P is associated with a given name and produce 
queries of the form NAME p*. Here main objective is to find the values of * which is nothing but the aliases. The 
GetSnippets function downloads a set of snippets for the query. Finally, the GetNgrams function extracts continuous 
sequences of words from the beginning of the part that matches the wildcard operator *. Experimentally, five 
combinations of words are considered as an alias. Removed the candidates that contain only stop words such as a, 
an, and the.  
 
3.3 Ranking of aliases 

While matching the wildcard operator in ExtractCandidates it may take more than one words which is not an alias of 
name. Two anchor texts might link to a hub for entirely different reasons. Therefore, cooccurrences coming from 
hubs are prone to noise. If the majority of anchor texts linked to a particular web site use the real name then the 
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confidence of that page as a source of information regarding the person whom we are interested in extracting aliases 
increases. In this case it is important to remove the invalid aliases and identify the correct one. Three different 
approaches are used to find the correct aliases which are lexical pattern frequency, word co-occurrences in an anchor 
text graph [2], and page counts on the web. In lexical pattern frequency, how many times name and alias occur in 
many lexical patterns is calculated while co-occurrence is defined as number of different urls in which they co-
occur. Not all name aliases are equally well represented in anchor texts so in page count overall web is considered.  

4. Conclusion 
 

Proposed method will automatically generate the aliases of a given personal name by using lexical pattern based 
approach. For training data set of names and their aliases are used to extract lexical patterns that describe different 
ways in which information related to aliases of a name is presented on the web. The next step is to download 
snippets from a web search engine. The extracted patterns are then used to find the aliases for a given name. The 
candidates will be ranked using various ranking scores computed using three approaches: lexical pattern frequency, 
co-occurrences in anchor texts, and page counts. Lexical patterns can only be matched within the same document. In 
contrast, anchor texts can be used to identify aliases of names across documents hence by combining, performance 
can be improved. Proposed method is not specific to personal names. It can be used for location names and many 
more. In future, alias extraction can become a common tool for ‘non-celebrities’ and further would be extended to 
support different languages. 
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